Introduction
Direct analysis of solid and particle compositions is an important component of environmental and proliferation-signature monitoring. For single particle analysis, excellent detection sensitivity must be available because of the limited absolute mass and concentration from a micron-sized particle. An efficient and sensitive approach would be to perform direct analysis of the suspect particle once it was identified. This scenario is the basis for our instrument using laser ablation inside an ion-storage time-of-flight mass spectrometer (IS/TOF-MS) with an imaging system to observe, select, vaporize, ionize and analyze individual particles or spatial locations on a solid surface.
Laser ablation inside the cavity of an ion trap was used to provide direct atomic mass spectrometric analysis of particulate samples (1). However, this work did not include an imaging system to selectively control where the laser beam ablated the sample, and a TOF was not used.
Ramsey developed a novel technology for injecting single droplets (or particles) into an ion-trap and then subsequently timed the firing of a laser beam to ablate the injected droplet (2). Freiser used FTICR MS coupled with laser sampling for laser ablation and ionization inside the trap of the spectrometer (3, 4) . Our CCD based microscope camera system allows us to view inside the ion-trap and position the laser beam before acquiring the mass spectrum. In this way, we select the particle (s) or section of a bulk solid to be analyzed and ignore the majority of the mass, the background. The system also is suited for MALDI; the analyte is embedded in a matrix that absorbs the laser light and energy transfer mechanisms are responsible for ionization (5) . In our LA-ISTOF-MS, the particles are directly ionized by the short pulsed, high-fluence laser beam.
Descriptions of the system and preliminary data are presented in this manuscript.
Experimental System
The laser ablation ion-trap mass spectrometer system with imaging capabilities was developed in house using a combination of commercial components. The imaging system was a HiScope compact microvision system, model KH 2200 MD2
with a MX 400 lens and L-8X extender (8cm). This microscope system contains an on-axis CCD camera.
Discussion
The initial certification of the system was to verify its mass spectrometric performance when using an ion-trap ring-electrode with holes. We did not experience any limitations or distortions for trapping ions because of these holes, based on spectra acquired using the conventional electron impact ionization and organic and inorganic reference samples. The same mass resolution and sensitivity was measured by using ring electrodes with and without the three holes.
For ablation studies, Pb, Cu or Au foil was used as test samples to establish optimum MS properties and laser conditions. Laser irradiance was found to be a critical parameter effecting the entire process; ablating a controlled and reproducible level of ions. Because of non-linear, threshold ionization mechanisms, small changes in the laser irradiance led to a large difference in the MS signal intensity. For these foil samples, we found that only a few µJ's of energy was sufficient in most cases for generating reproducible signal levels. The laser-beam spot size was approximately 12 µm, which provides an irradiance of approximately 1 GW/cm 2 . The mass spectra in figure 4a show the reproducibility of the primary Pb isotopes, for five separate laser pulses at five locations on the Pb foil. The reproducibility of ion generation by laser ablation was improved considerably by running the laser flashlamps at their specified rate, and using the syncout from the MS to trigger the laser Q-switch. The improvement in the pulse-to-pulse stability of the YAG laser when fired using this approach significantly benefits the reproducibility when averaging successive mass spectrometric scans. The relative standard deviation for the Pb ions in figure 4a spectra was 4 -5%. Figure 4b shows the impurities in the Pb sample; trace contaminants of Ag, Sn, and Sb were identified in the Pb foil with a single laser-shot experiment.
A primary advantage of this system for sensitivity is that the ions are generated directly inside the ion trap. However, in this case, the ion trap can not used as the mass spectrometer because of space charging effects. When we originally ablated inside an ion-trap mass spectrometer (ITMS), space charging was a critical issue. Instead, the ion-trap is only used as a storage device and the TOF performs the mass spectrometry. In this case, space charging has been found to be almost eliminated, except in cases of using extremely high laser fluence, which was not necessary for sensitivity. A preliminary demonstration of sensitivity was conducted by measuring the volume from a crater created by a single laser pulse with 10 µJ of energy and 12 µm spot size. The crater volume correlated to approximately 800 pg of mass ablated for each laser pulse on the copper target. Based on the signal level recorded, and the background sensitivity of the instrument, the theoretical limit of detection would be 5 pg. This is a worst case scenario, it assumes that all of the ablated mass was ionized and trapped.
Finally, we were successful in using the laser to vaporize sample into the gaseous state, and use electron impact as the ionization scheme. Several organic samples (benzophenome, cholesterol,) were analyzed in this manner and characteristic spectra matching library data were recorded. This approach would be similar to a MALDI experiment, with imaging capability.
Conclusion
Preliminary studies have demonstrated the capabilities of this new LA-IS/TOF-MS.
Reproducible spectra were measured with only approximately 10 µJ of laser energy. The imaging system provides a spatial resolution of approximately 12 µm with the ability to guide the laser beam to a specific location on a target sample, including a single particle. Improved reproducibility was obtained by controlling the timing between the laser pulse and the rf-cycle of the ion-trap. In terms of fundamental laser ablation studies, the system provides excellent sensitivity which should be suitable for measuring ionization thresholds and ion-energy distributions from complex targets, as a function of laser parameters. Ionization yields can be determined by varying the laser energy and wavelength. In addition, the pressure and ambient gas environment in the differentially-pumped ion trap region can be varied to study ion quenching and ion-ion plasma interactions. Such studies are currently underway.
